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Supercharge the on-road experience with Uniden’s New Smart Dash Cams 

 

Embark on a journey with an extra set of eyes using Uniden’s 
latest lineup of advanced dash cams. Whether you're a daily 
commuter navigating the bustling city streets, a weekend 
explorer chasing scenic views, or a professional driver 
clocking miles on the road, Uniden’s latest high-tech range 
has every angle covered with the brand’s highest resolution 
cameras able to perfectly capture the experience.  

Uniden's newest DashView cameras seamlessly blend 
cutting-edge technology with sleek design, ensuring discreet 
yet powerful monitoring for every vehicle. The range 
redefines picture quality with the new DashView 60+ 
featuring a unique 5K Video Ultra Resolution and wide 150-
degree angle front-facing camera, delivering crystal-clear 
visuals even amidst difficult and lowlight conditions. The 
DashView 60R is a 4K Smart Dash Cam and also includes a 2k 
Super HD Rear Camera for more peripheral vision around the 
vehicle.  

Whether it's a picturesque road trip showcasing the 
perfect sunset or securing footage on the road to 
validate liability in a collision, Uniden's dash cams 
ensure you never miss a moment while in motion or 
stationary. Easily access and share recordings via the 
intuitive DashView app, to upload to socials or send 
to insurance providers to streamline accident reports.  

For drivers looking to earn extra income via rideshare platforms, the new DashView 40R 3-in-1 
dash cam includes an up to 4K Ultra Video Resolution front camera, plus a FULL HD rear camera 
and cabin camera, providing another layer of personal safety and protection in the event of an 
incident.    

 



  

 
 

 

   
 

 

With so many benefits for road users, Brad Hales from Uniden advises the top benefits of 
installing or upgrading to a high-performance dash cam include: 

• High quality recordings, ranging from Full HD to 5K resolution, to capture finer details like 
number plates, ensuring incidents can be followed up and insurance claims supported 

• A combination of front, rear and cabin cameras to ensure full visibility outside and inside 
the vehicle 

• Energy saving Smart Parking Mode to record motion-activated events in 60 second blocks 
when cars are parked, ideal when leaving cars unattended, including busy carparks  

• Speed and red-light camera location warnings as an extra safety feature   
• Built-in WiFi connectivity making it easy to access and share content with friends, family 

and on social platforms.  

Experience the ultimate blend of safety, style, and convenience with Uniden's innovative dash 
cams, and unlock a world of adventure while staying protected on the road.  

For more information on the Uniden dash cam range visit www.uniden.com.au 

Uniden DashView 60+ including front camera – RRP $399.95 
Uniden DashView 60R including front and rear camera – RRP $499.95 

Uniden DashView 40R including front, rear and cabin camera – RRP $429.95 
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